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Web-based communication can provide
better reporting on disasters, coordination
of responses, dissemination of information,
and social networking to deliver assistance.

911.gov
Ben Shneiderman and Jennifer Preece

hen individuals need
CRGs could be maintained
help for medical emerthrough user fees collected by
gencies or fires, most
Internet service providers. In
U.S. residents reach for their phones
smaller communities, CRGs
to dial 911. But when natural
could be run by trained voldisasters, public health threats, or
unteers with a few professionterrorist attacks occur that effect
als, much as volunteer fire dethousands of individuals or more,
partments now operate. Local
911 operators cannot handle all
911 phone centers have annual
the requests. Such disasters may
budgets of $200,000 to $3 milrequire massive coordination of
lion (13). A reasonable estipublic and private agencies, plus
mate is that adding 911.gov
cooperation from millions of
services would do no more than
citizens.
double these budgets.
Public use of Web-based
There are many challenges
social computing services, such
to be faced. We need to underas MySpace or Facebook, has A community response grid. Mockup of a World Wide Web page that supports reg- stand the norms and policies
spread to hundreds of millions of istering of households, reporting of incidents, requesting assistance, and responding that generate intense particiusers. This suggests that local, to requests.
pation in groups such as
state, and federal agencies could
the Wikipedia community
build community response grids (CRGs) reports and promptly recognize patterns. and some health support groups (14). Many
where residents could report incidents in sec- Civic leaders could disseminate information online communities fail, so we must learn
onds, receive emergency information, and on a street by street basis. A CRG would be what barriers reduce and what incentives
request resident-to-resident assistance. The most effective if it is used on a regular basis so create successful community interactions
current Internet and World Wide Web have that people know about it and develop closer in which privacy is respected (15). It will
proven effective for many purposes, but gov- community contacts. Such activities would be important to integrate with existing
ernment agencies have been slow to adopt build trust and increase social capital that will social networking sites and local community
social computing for national security, disas- be needed during major emergencies.
groups. However, developing a research
ter response, and emergency relief (1).
Some catastrophes destroy infrastructure, agenda, pilot testing, and phased implemenCRGs should be more than an emergency but in many situations, such as avian flu, tation could make CRGs a reality within 3
reporting service as already proposed (2). chemical and biological attacks, and tempera- to 5 years.
They should also be more than the U.S. ture extremes, do not. Even when there is
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